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CONSTRUCTION
_Unidentified flying object- a myth or reality?
 
Welcome to a place that gives you all possible knowledge about unidentified flying objects or UFO. We will travel to the past to revisit all the UFO breaking news at a glance.
What is an unidentified flying object or UFO?





01
INTRODUCTION




An unidentified flying object is an object that usually resembles a spacecraft but has not been seen before in the sky. Hence such object becomes an instant matter of concern and discussion. Whether it is a myth or reality is still a question as scientists have proved all UFOs traced till date to be spacecraft or balloons or even illusions. However, it remains an interesting topic when it comes to making films, writing fictions and very recently it has also made its place in online casino games as well.
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Support The WHY? Files



	New Jersey Turnpike:

A group of motorists witnessed a 15 minutes display of yellow-orange V-shaped light in a place between New York and New Jersey on 14th July 2001. And next it was covered in all international media as UFO breaking news.
 
	USS Nimitz:

USS Princeton, an aircraft carrier traced a tictac shaped device which moved twice the fighter jets speed and thrice sounds speed on November 14, 2004, near the coast of San Diego. It was considered as a UFO breaking news all over the world.
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Just what are UFOs, where do they come from and WHY? ?



Recent UFO sighting & UFO breaking news
 
The US Government had spent $22 million in a program called the Advanced Aviation Threat Identification Program (AATIP) in between 2007 to 2012, to investigate into the existence of unidentified flying objects. People have been amazed by the very interesting findings of this program. The five most interesting UFO sighting is being discussed below.
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For all the latest on The WHY?



	Chicago’s O’Hare International airport:

On November 7, 2006, a dark grey, saucer-shaped metalcraft was seen hovering over a particular gate of the airport.
 
	Stephenville, Texas

On January 8, 2008, the citizens of this dairy village saw white lights in the sky, first as a single horizontal arc and later as vertical parallel lines.
 
	East coast of Atlantic ocean

In 2017, a similar object like that of San Diego had an encounter with F/A-18 Super Hornet
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The intriguing subject of Alien and UFO in Entertainment Industry
Hollywood has celebrated the idea of UFO with a good number of rather successful movies, Close encounters of the third kind, UFO, Area 51, The Phoenix incident, Phoenix forgotten, Fire in the sky, Earth vs The Flying Saucers, Alien abduction, Lifted, Paul, the why files, to name a few. Not only movies but ever since the online games have come into popularity, alien-themed online games have gained momentum in online casinos, because real or myth, aliens never fail to entertain. Interactive games like Cosmic Eclipse, Alien Hunters, Star Trek, Battlestar Galactica, Star Lanterns Mega jackpot, Spacemen, Rocket Returns, The War of the Worlds, Apollo Rising, Planets, Cowboys and Aliens and thousands of others are available to play in online casinos. All these top new casino slots come for free. The online casinos, in fact, offer you a welcome no deposit bonus so that you don’t have to spend anything out of your own pocket. First-time players should start off their adventure with the no deposit casino bonuses from Canadian casinos, as they are most adapted to the beginners’ level. Moreover, they will have the privilege to enjoy the latest titles with great graphics and sound effects. Winning interesting amounts of money is just the icing of the cake. The above-mentioned games and thousands of similar UFO and alien themed online casino games are available there just for your entertainment. Try your luck playing these games on one of the best online casino sites. And who knows, maybe you will be the next lucky jackpot winner.
Men have always wished to explore the unexplored and there lies the underlying psyche of aliens calling on our thoughts so much. The online game makers have not wasted this opportunity and built a plethora of alien-themed games which gives you the pride and strength to fight aliens sitting on the couch of your living room. And what if all that can be done for free? It is completely possible to play every single online casino game, with all different online casino bonus promotions out there. Why don’t you try this 100% bonus offer and get up to 250 free spins, so you can play your favorite alien-themed slots for free. So, for once let’s not see aliens as our enemies but friends, for friends never fail to entertain. Even there has been so many stories & UFO breaking news that have entertained & thrilled us from the last century.
Alien abduction and UFO conspiracy- a mystery unsolved
The very subject of aliens and UFO has interested people from the beginning of civilization. It has not only intrigued, scared and awed us but also entertained us. There have not been single UFO-themed Hollywood movies that have not made a fortune in the box office. But among all, the alien abduction has intrigued the filmmakers the most. The Betty Hill and Barney Hill abduction case in which they claim to have been abducted by aliens wearing grey business suits in 1961 had been produced into a television drama starring James Earl Jones and Estelle Parsons.
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